


SWOT ANALYSIS



What Is a SWOT Analysis?

A SWOT Analysis is an evaluation

tool for business leaders to

assess the strengths,

weaknesses, opportunities, and

threats to the organization.

Within reason, it can also be used

to evaluate key competitors. 

Typically, it is used in a strategic

planning process to effectively

evaluate where the company

stands before moving forward

with an opportunity or managing

a limitation. The SWOT Analysis

tool is also used by new

entrepreneurs wishing to assess

the competition in their

respective markets. 

Usually, each component of the

analysis is represented in a chart

format with each segment placed

in a different quadrant.



SWOT Analysis causes business owners and

leaders to stop what they are doing and assess

where the company is going or where a company

may start within its industry. It is the hallmark of a

strategic plan, and it enables leaders to sit down

with all internal stakeholders to discuss the short

and long-term goals of the company. Where this

tool really shines is the opportunities and threats.

Throughout the busy workday and meetings, it can be

easy to forget to assess chances the company has to

grow. Going through the SWOT process allows

stakeholders to take the time to not lose out on any

lucrative opportunities. SWOT is a large part of the

strategic planning process, but many leaders are not

utilizing this tool for various reasons. Many in business

often struggle to bridge the gap between strategy

formulation and its day-to-day implementation, this is

where either a business coach or business management

consultant like Friendly Organics can support. We have

found that almost 70 percent of leaders and business

owners spend less than a day a month on reviewing

strategy. The SWOT Analysis tool is so simple in its

creation that it can improve on these issues if

appropriately implemented. As with Porters five forces

you can use this tool to look at individual

products/services or areas in your business. It is wise to

carry out a SWOT for the four P’s of marketing.



Original Content 

Netflix was First and is

Arguably Synonymous with

Online Video Streaming

Algorithms for Suggested

Shows

Deals with Media Companies

for Exclusive Streaming

Vast Library of Programming

Strengths:  

Prioritizing Original Content

Over Proven Favorites

Content Can Disappear at

Any Time at the Company’s

Discretion

Prices Have Hiked in the Past,

Angering Consumers

Weaknesses:  

       

Mainstream TV is in decline

DVD Purchases are Declining

Several Generations Are

Ditching Cable in Favor of

Streaming 

The Availability & Speed of the

Internet 

People Consume More

Content Today Than Ever

Before in History

Opportunities:  

Number of Streaming

Competitors is Growing

Media Companies are Gaining

Leverage and Demanding

Higher Payments for Content     

Some Online Videos Are

Viewed for Free or Even

Illegally

Threats:
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Click to email us if you

need further knowledge. 

https://www.friendlyorganicscanada.ca/contact-us/
https://www.friendlyorganicscanada.ca/contact-us/
https://www.friendlyorganicscanada.ca/contact-us/

